
Hearing Protection Pricing 

Stopgun 

Excessive exposure to impulse sound, such as during shooting practise for example, can cause 
irreversible hearing damage. Stopgun offers thorough protection against peak sounds, while normal 
spoken communication and environmental sounds are still audible. This custom made hearing 
protector has a filter that has been especially designed for impulse sound. The specific working of 
the passive filter causes this hearing protector to mainly restrain impulse sounds while it lets the 
continuous sound waves of communication and sounds from the environment through with gentle 
attenuation. The design makes this product unique in its kind and provides a variety of expansion 
options for alternate applications. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Universal hearing protector for shooting 

Excessive exposure to impulse sound, such as during shooting practise for example, can cause 
irreversible hearing damage. Universal Stopgun offers thorough protection against peak sounds, 
while normal spoken communication and environmental sounds are still audible. This universal 
hearing protector has a filter that has been especially designed for impulse sound. The specific 
working of the passive filter causes this hearing protector to mainly restrain impulse sounds while it 
lets the continuous sound waves of communication and sounds from the environment through with 
gentle attenuation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Passive Earplugs 

The ProFlex multi-softness earpiece with a filtered passive module to provide cost‐effective 
hearing protection with ambient awareness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ProFlex Digital 1 

Evolution in gunshot noise reduction continues with the ProFlex Digital electronic module 
combined with unique multi-softness custom fit earpieces. This new unique design combines 
superb functionality with an eye catching appearance, and this latest development leads the 
trend towards obstruction free, comfortable custom noise suppression for today’s shooter. 
The ProFlex Digital is also suitable for use with both rifle and shotgun shooters. 
Made from flexible, medical-grade silicone material, these digital, ultra soft noise suppressors 
are designed to be extremely comfortable over long durations, whilst still providing the excellent 
suppression you expect. The electronic module is removable making cleaning a simple effective 
operation.  
Featuring a fine tuned general shooting program, which boosts quieter sounds such as 
approaching birds and quarry to clear audible levels, giving you the edge on the competition. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ProFlex Competition 

ProFlex electronic module combined with unique multi-softness custom fit earpieces. This new 
unique design combines superb functionality with an eye catching appearance, and this latest 
development leads the trend towards obstruction free, comfortable custom noise suppression 
for today’s shooter. 
 
ProFlex Competition is also suitable for use with both rifle and shotgun shooters. 
Made from flexible, medical-grade silicone material, these digital, ultra soft noise suppressors 
are designed to be extremely comfortable over long durations, whilst still providing the excellent 
suppression you expect. The electronic module is removable making cleaning a simple effective 
operation.  
 
Includes 2 Programmes 

Program 1: A fine tuned general shooting program, providing ambient awareness for a natural 
listening experience. 
 
Program 2: Solid plug simulation, muting ambient sounds preventing distractions around the 
shooter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ProFlex Hunter  

Is also suitable for use with both rifle and shotgun shooters. 
Made from flexible, medical-grade silicone material, these digital, ultra soft noise suppressors 
are designed to be extremely comfortable over long durations, whilst still providing the excellent 
suppression you expect. 
The electronic module is removable making cleaning a simple effective operation.  
 
Features a program push button which switches between the following programs: 
 
Program 1: Designed for VELD hunting this program provides good all round ambient 
awareness 
with programming modifications to reduce noise interference. 
Typically used in a BUSHVELD hunting scenario’s where one needs to hear what’s in the bush 
and less of the underfoot sounds and rustle of clothing. 
This configuration also helps by amplifying sounds such as wings flapping, thus providing the 
shooter with advanced warning of approaching quarry. 
 
Program 2: Optimised for RANGE SHOOTING where there are continued shots. This system 
has been designed to allow more flexible noise suppression while still amplifying ambient 
sounds. This program provides extra amplification for sounds like wing beats, approaching 
game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We cater for the Industrial, Personal, Motorbike, Racing and 

Aviation as well. 

Please visit us at: 

Website: www.affordablehearingsolutionsza.business.site 

Facebook: affordablehearingsolutionsza 

Address: Shop 3, Rubida Shopping Centre, CNR Rubida & Rossouw Street, Murrayfield, Pretoria East 

Contact: 012 803 4562/067 229 5349 

Kind and warm regards, 

Willem Rheeder 

Audiometrist AR 2948 

Tel: 012 803 4562 

Cell: 067 229 5349 

Email: affordablehearingsolutionsza@gmail.com 

Website: affordablehearingsolutionsza.business.site 

Facebook: affordablehearingsolutionsza 
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